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Investigation of the application of plasticity size effects for practical tribological
advantage.
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It is now well established that the yield stress and flow stress of materials are size

dependent. Small structures, materials with microstructure (grains), thin films and small

contacts all exhibit an increase in strength (Hardness) that scales as the inverse square

root of the critical dimension. As tribological performance is often related to yield stress

(or hardness) to modulus ratio, the ability to engineer yield stress, simply by

engineering the length scales of a material, is of great interest.

Most research into plasticity size effects has been in uniaxial tension/compression or by

normal incidence indentation. Work by Jennett et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 95, 123102(2009)

has shown that it is the smallest structural dimension that determines the yield stress of

single crystal tungsten structures in uniaxial compression. Hou et al. J. Phys. D:

Applied Physics 41(7) (2008) 074006 have shown that combining different length

scales (e.g. contact size and grain size) in quadrature provides a practical way to

estimate the critical dimension controlling plasticity. To understand how length-scale

engineering affects performance in shear and whether a practical tribological

performance advantage can be obtained, we have compared the size effects in

compression and indentation with scratch hardness and sliding wear properties.

Nanocrystalline films of polycrystalline Tungsten were deposited onto (0001) basal

plane Sapphire wafer by DC Magnetron sputtering in a UHV sputter coater. We

obtainedan analogue of true stress vs. strain by spherical indentation with different

radius indenters. Grain size was measured by Electron Back-scattered diffraction and

film thickness and density measured by cross-sectional Scanning Electron Microscopy

and surface acoustic wave spectroscopy. Tribological performance was investigated by

single and multiple pass scratch testing using different radius spherical styli in an

Atomic Force Microscope, a Micro Materials NanoTest and a macro scratch tester. A

comparison of results is used to derive design rules for enhanced performance in both

normal and shear contact.
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